Master
Syllabus
BECOME PROFICIENT IN HIGHLY
RELEVANT TECH SKILLS IN 12-20 WEEKS

Overview
Skillspire is a coding bootcamp
on a mission to empower people
to lucrative careers in tech. We
serve students (aged18+) who
are looking for a faster and more
affordable path to a new career
or career advancement in tech.

Lucrative Job
Prospects

Career Support
Throughout our course, our instructors
practice whiteboarding. Our Career Day
includes a resume and interview
workshop that focuses on resume
writing, mock interviews,
whiteboarding, and job search
assistance.

Skillspire's courses run from
$2,500-$4,000. By teaching
one stack at a time, we focus
more in-depth on each
individual technnology.
Upon graduating, our alumni
have gone on to earn an
average starting salary of
$55,000.

We champion for our graudates within
our network of Seattle tech companies.
Graduates also have access to our
growing alumni network pages.

Skillspire Class Schedule
Time for questions & oneon-one help
Brief overview of the day's
Knowledge check

Take attendance

At home study
and practice

lesson

Complete the lesson for
the day
Answer questions about
assignment

Homework is posted on
Canvas

Full Stack Web
Development
What to expect
This course will teach you how to build full blown,
responsive front-end and back-end web
applications. Full stack engineers are those with the
skills and expertise to manage employees and
projects that develop the code that connects frontend and back-end systems.
The first half of the course will concentrate on frontend development while the second half will center
around server-side development.
By the end of the course, you'll be able to

Use industry standard tools to program and add
functionality to websites
Build your own web applications
Obtain a position as a full stack web developer

Full Stack Web
Development
Prerequisuites
While we welcome students of all skill levels, it is
imperative that you have these basic computer skills
prior to the first class:
ability to touch type (type without looking at
keyboard)
basic computer literacy- being able to download
programs, install them, uninstall them, using your
file manager to browse through folders
connecting to your local network (internet)
basic knowledge of Microsoft applications
ability to use a search engine
Apart from the technical skills, we ask that our
students have
a curious mind
motivation to learn on your own
persistence and patience

Python
FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPMENT

Frontend Web Development

Backend Web Development

HTML

Flask

Common HTML tags
Structuring HTML pages
Creating HTML tables to present data

CSS
Structuring web pages
Set up correct file structure
Create attractive layouts

Front-end JavaScript
Make a webpage more dynamic
Create highly responsive interfaces
Provide better functionality

Intro to Python Language
Python syntax (Variables, Data Types)
Conditionals, Operators and Loops
Constructing Functions
Python Data Structures
Python Shell

Python OOP
Creating Classes and Objects
Introduction to Polymorphism and
Inheritance
Create programs using OOP knowledge

Introduction to Flask MVC framework
Routing and MVC foundation
principles
Displaying Static Content
Introduction to Flask with SQL Lite
Build Full Stack Project Using Django
MTV framework

Django
Introduction to MTV vs MVC
framework
Create Django project from scratch
Utilize templates, views and URLs
Incorporate Models, Session and SQL
Lite
Build Full Stack Project Using Django
MTV framework

Deployment
Use Heroku to Deploy a website
Introduction to Terminal
Git and Github

JavaScript with Angular
MEAN Stack
Frontend Web Development

Backend Web Development

HTML 5

Node.JS

Common HTML tags
Structuring HTML pages
Creating HTML tables to present data

CSS 3

Structuring web pages
Set up correct file structure
Create attractive layouts

Front-end JavaScript
What is Javascript
The developer console
Data structures &
Algorithms
Functional Programming
this keyword, new keyword and
classes
ES 6 features and modules
DOM manipulation and events
Design patterns in JS
What is Typescript

Angular

Learn how to connect your Front-End
to your database using Node.JS and
Express.JS
Understand how NPM works and
what packages are
Understand Routing and how to
provide real time data to your FrontEnd
Create effective endpoints for both
your Front-End and Database

Mongoose
Introduction to Database Schema
Understand the differences between
NoSQL vs SQL
Understand how to use Mongoose to
connect to your Node Server
Build a Fullstack Application using
Mongoose

MongoDB
Install and Utilize MongoDB
Understand how to use your local
machine as a database
Use REST and CRUD concepts to
send, retrieve and delete data based
on user request or business logic

Deployment
Build MEAN stack apps with
RESTful APIs

Use Heroku to deploy a website
Introduction to Terminal
Git and Github

JavaScript with React
MERN Stack
Frontend Web Development
HTML 5
Common HTML tags
Structuring HTML pages
Creating HTML tables to present data

CSS 3
Structuring web pages
Set up correct file structure
Create attractive layouts

Front-end JavaScript
Structuring web pages
What is Javascript
The developer console
Data structures & Algorithms
Functional Programming
this keyword, new keyword and classes
ES 6 features and modules
DOM manipulation and events
Design patterns in JS
What is Typescript

React
What/How/Why
Virtual Dom vs. Dom
JSX
State management and props
Classes and Functions
Life cycle methods
Thinking in components
Higher order components and render props
Styling
Advanced design patterns in React

Build MERN stack apps with
RESTful APIs

Backend Web Development
Node.JS
Learn how to connect your Front-End to
your database using Node.JS and
Express.JS
Understand how NPM works and what
packages are
Understand Routing and how to provide
real time data to your Front-End
Create effective endpoints for both your
Front-End and Database

Mongoose
Introduction to Database Schema
Understand the differences between
NoSQL vs SQL
Understand how to use Mongoose to
connect to your Node Server
Build a Fullstack Application using
Mongoose

MongoDB
Install and Utilize MongoDB
Understand how to use your local machine
as a database
Use REST and CRUD concepts to send,
retrieve and delete data based on user
request or business logic

Deployment
Use Heroku to Deploy a website
Introduction to Terminal and CMD prompts
Learn Git and Github

Full Stack Web
Development

Final Project
Will take place during the last two weeks of the course
Students will come up with an application idea and work in groups of 2 or more
Students will present their work to the class

Whiteboarding
Whiteboard interviewing is the practice of asking candidates to
solve technical questions on a whiteboard, piece of paper, or computer during the
interview
Throughout the course, students will continuously practice whiteboarding with the
instructor
Once final presentations are completed, students will have a one-on-one
whiteboarding session with the instructor
Expect each session to take 1 hour

Next Steps
Instructor will discuss with students on how to get their first tech job
Have a completed resume reviewed by instructor
Have a Linkedin profile reviewed by instructor
Have at least 2 projects on GitHub that show off your skills
Post class, continue to alternate between improving algorith skills and working on a
project

Data Analysis
INTRO TO DATA ANALYTICS

What to expect
This course will teach you how to use data to make
informed decisions. You'll use industry-standard
tools such as Excel and PowerBI to analyze realworld data sets to create dashboards and
visualizations to present your findings. The course
will also cover some statistics, machine learning,
how to acquire data from multiple sources, data
visualization, and an understanding of data and its
quality.
You'll leave the course able with an overview of the
various data jobs you could acquire.
By the end of the course, you'll be able to

Use Excel, PowerBI, and SQL to collect, sort, and
analyze large data sets
Visually present your data-driven insights with
dashboards and graphs
Make informed decisions and stories with the
your data
Obtain a position as a data analyst

Data Analysis
INTRO TO DATA ANALYTICS

Prerequisuites
While we welcome students of all skill levels, it is imperative
that you have these basic computer skills prior to the first
class:
ability to touch type (type without looking at keyboard)
basic computer literacy- being able to download
programs, install them, uninstall them, using your file
manager to browse through folders
connecting to your local network (internet)
basic knowledge of Microsoft Excel
ability to use a search engine
Apart from the technical skills, we ask that our students have
a curious mind
motivation to learn on your own
persistence and patience

Domain
Expertise

Statistical
Research

Mathematics

Data
Processing

Data
Science
Machine
Learning

Computer
Science

Syllabus
INTRO TO DATA ANALYTICS

Microsoft Excel
Overview
Explore the essentials of data sorting,
from finding, cleaning and transforming
data to solve problems
Introduction to Analytics
Introduction to Excel

Intro to Excel

Practice using Excel to perform powerful
formulas
Common functions
Conditional aggregation
Pivot tables & charts
Slicers & time slicers

Data in Excel
More essential Excel functions
Conditional formatting
Importing data
Adding to data models
Creating relationships
Pivot using multiple tables

Analysis in Excel
Analysis & Visualization to tell stories
PowerQuery
PowerPivot
DAX
Measures
KPIs
What-if Analysis
Data Analysis tool package

SQL
Basic
Use SQL to perform advanced data
querying, cleaning, and aggregation
SELECT, LIMIT/TOP, WHERE
Comparison Operations
Logical Operators
LIKE, IN, BETWEEN, IS NULL, AND,
OR, NOT, ORDER BY

Intermediate
COUNT, SUM, MIN/MAX, AVG, GROUP
BY, HAVING, DISTINCT, CASE, Joins,
INNER JOIN, LEFT JOIN, RIGHT JOIN,
FULL OUTER JOIN

Advanced
Joins on Multiple Keys, Self Joins,
UNION, Windowing functions, CTE,
Subqueries, temp tables, string and
date functions, IIF ISNULL,
COALESCE, INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE
View, Stored Procedure, Jobs,
Importing and Exporting data, cross
database queries, tips & tricks, review
complex topics

Syllabus (cont'd)
INTRO TO DATA ANALYTICS

PowerBI
Basic
Use PowerBI, a business analytics
service from Microsoft, to efficiently
visualize and analyze data.
Data visualization best practices
High level overview & components
Importing data & creating visuals

Intermediate
Data transformation
Creating relationships
Intermediate visuals

Advanced
Publishing reports
Creating dashboards
Real-time visuals
Custom visuals
Security & sharing
Usage

Data Analysis
ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS

What to expect
This course will take a deep dive into how to use
data to drive powerful and informed decisions. You
will learn how to
acquire data from various sources
visualize data in a meaningful way
do exploratory analysis to understand
data and its quality
perform classification of data
predict/forecast what might happen in
the future
optimize decision making
tell an impactful story
By the end of the course, you'll be able to

Advance your career in the data science field
Use powerful, industry standard tools to make
important decisions
Use prescriptive and predictive analysis to create
forecasting models

Syllabus
ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS

Introduction
Overview
Analytics in Decision Making
Maturity model setup with tools
Introduction to Python Demo & Lab

Descriptive
Data Acquisition & Data
Profiling
Sources and types of data
Data storage and acquisition
Data quality framework
Data profiling
Python
Introduction to Azure
ML Demo & Lab

Descriptive + Diagnostic
Exploratory Analysis
Introduction to statistics
Univariate & bivariate distributions
Probability distributions
Demo & Lab

Descriptive
Ex;ploratory Analysis
Introduction to real-time stream
analysis
Demo & Lab: creating end to end
stream analytics pipeline and
visualization

Predictive
Simple Linear Regression
Introduction to regression
Model development
Model validation
Demo using Excel & Python Lab

Multiple Linear Regression
Estimation of regression parameters
and model diagnostics
Dummy, derived & interaction
variables
Multi-collinearity
Model deployment
Demo using Python & Lab

Logistic Regression
Estimation of parameters and model
diagnostics
Logistic model deployment
Demo using Python & Lab

Decision Tree, Support Vector
Machine, Neural Network
Introduction to decision trees
Classification and regression tree
(CART)
Naive Bayes Classification Support
Vector Machine
Neural Network Demo & Lab

Syllabus (cont'd)
ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS

Predictive
Unsupervised Learning, Ensemble
Methods
K-Means clustering
Bootstrapping, Bagging
Random forests
Demo & Lab

Forecasting and Time, Series
Analysis
Forecasting
Time series analysis
Auto-regressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA)
Forecasting Accuracy
Demo & Lab

Prescriptive
Optimization, Simulation
Introduction to
Linear/Integer/Network model
Demo of Linear/Integer/Network
model building
Introduction to Simulation
Demo & Lab
Discussion of resources available &
next steps forward

Java & Cloud
Computing
What to expect
Java is the universal language of the web and cloud
computing is the future of technology. Java is the
most in-demand programming language on the job
market. This course is a complete masterclass in
Java and Cloud Computing (AWS). You'l have the
skills you need to take your career to the next level
by learning about data structures, algorithms,

By the end of the course, you'll be able to

Confidently interview for technical software
development roles
Boost your career by using AWS to manage and
store your app data

Syllabus
JAVA & CLOUD COMPUTING

Overview
Fundamentals of software
development and Java

Object-oriented Programming
OOP provides a clear modular
structure for programs
Learn how to implement real-world
entities
Bind together the data and the
functions to define abstract data
types

Java Deep Dive
Learn how to use composition,
polymorphism, and encapsulation
Encapsulation, subclasses, and
polymorphism
Regular expressions
Composition and inheritance
File I/O
Debugging
Abstract classes and interfaces
Build clean, responsive user
interfaces with JavaFX and
SceneBuilder
Concurrency and multithrreading
Lambda expressions

Test Driven Development
Understand how to debug your code
Create test units
Understand the importance of test
driven development
Version Control tools such as Git and
GitHub

Cloud Computing & AWS
Serverless computing
Using S3 for storing data
Managing computing capacity with
EC2 instances
Managing users and Identity Access
Management
Learn how to use AWS to manage
and store your application data

Syllabus
C# & AZURE CLOUD

Overview
Fundamentals of software
development and Java

Object-oriented Programming
OOP provides a clear modular structure for
programs
Learn how to implement real-world entities
Bind together the data and the functions to
define abstract data types

C# Deep Dive
Learn how to use composition,
polymorphism, and encapsulation
Encapsulation, subclasses, and
polymorphism
Regular expressions
Composition and inheritance
File I/O
Debugging
Abstract classes and interfaces
Build clean, responsive user
interfaces with WPF and Visual
Studio.
Concurrency and multithrreading
Lambda expressions

Test Driven Development
Understand how to debug your code
Create test units
Understand the importance of test
driven development
Version Control tools such as Git and
GitHub

Cloud Computing & Azure
Serverless computing
Using S3 for storing data
Managing computing capacity with
EC2 instances
Managing users and Identity Access
Management
Learn how to use Azure to manage
and store your application data

Cybersecurity
What to expect
This Cybersecurity course will cover everything from
basics to advanced topics of security. The course will
take students through different domains of security with
hands-on assessments for each domain.
By the end of the course, you'll be able to

Confidently interview for technical cybersecurity
roles
Gain a thorough understanding of cybersecurity
and scripting
Learn network, system, application, offensive, and
defensive security
Create a portfolio-ready capstone project with
guidance of your instructor

Cybersecurity
Prerequisites
While we welcome students of all skill levels, it is imperative
that you have these basic computer skills prior to the first
class:
Ability to touch type (type without looking at keyboard)
Basic computer literacy- being able to download
programs, install them, uninstall them, using your file
manager to browse through folders
Connecting to your local network (internet)
Apart from the technical skills, we ask that our students have
A curious mind
Motivation to learn on your own
Persistence and patience
Students should have interest in learning cybersecurity

Syllabus
CYBERSECURITY

Intro to Cybersecurity
What is cybersecurity?
Cyber attack cycle
Offense and defense
Jobs

Computer Networking
Introduction to networking
OSI & TCP/IP model
Routing and switching
Security and troubleshooting

Windows Hardening
Introduction to Windows client and server
Powershell
Permissions and security
Active directory
Group policy
DNS and DHCP

Linux Hardening
Introduction to Linux
Permissions and users
Administration, networking, scripting
Services and hardening

Cloud Security
Fundamentals of Cloud
Containers in the Cloud
Cloud security
Advanced Cloud

Network Security
Networking recap
Network attacks
Traffic analysis
Secure access
Firewall
VPN
Monitoring
IDS/IPS

Securing the Infrastructure
Endpoint protection
Data loss prevention
Email security
Honeypots
SIEM, SIEM Level II
SOAR & SIEM
Physical security

Python Before Hacking
Introduction to Python
Data
Conditions
Loops
Files
Errors
Functions
Network communication

Syllabus (continued)
CYBERSECURITY

Offensive Security
Introduction to ethical hacking
Recon/network scanning
MITM
Social engineering attacks
Brute-force attacks
Metasploit
Privilege escalation
Introduction to web apps
Vulnerability scanning
Web app attacks
XSS
SQL injection
Buffer overflows

DFIR
Introduction to DFIR
Digital forensics
Incident response
Data acquisition
Windows live and dead analysis
Linux live and dead analysis
Memory analysis
Log analysis
Static malware analysis
Dynamic malware analysis
Network forensics
Advanced persistent threats

Capstone project

Frequently Asked Questions
If I don't have a background in coding can I still take this course?
Absolutely. Our students come from a diverse range of backgrounds
including
people with IT experience who wants to switch into tech
people holding technical degrees from a different country looking to scale
up locally
career-starters looking to start their journey into the tech world
Regardless of background, we welcome all students eager to learn.

Can I work full-time while being enrolled in the course?
Yes! All of our courses are designed to allow our students to keep their jobs
while enrolled in the class. This is why we hold our courses in the evenings
and weekends.
You will be expected to spend time outside of class to work on homework,
projects, and brushing up on skills.

Do you help with job placement?
Skillspire's instructors come from reputable tech companies who will be
providing knowledge and guidance throughout the course. Instructors will
prepare you for whiteboarding during class and there will also be a resume
and interview workshop with a panel of industry experts. We cannot promise
you a job offer upon completion of the course, but we will champion for
determined students in our personal network of tech companies. We also offer
resume and interview assistance anytime during the course and after a
successful completion.

What advice would you give to someone getting into tech?
We highly encourage our students to continuously learn and practice, even
after the course is over. We recommend using the tools you've learned to
showcase and build your own portfolios and projects on Github.

Will I receive support from the instructor outside of class?
Absolutely. You will be able to contact your instructor anytime via Slack.
Homework assignments will be posted to Canvas.
Even after the course is finished, most students keep in contact with us. We
can help answer any questions and keep networking and editing resumes.

Do I receive a certificate upon completing the course?
Yes, you will earn a certificate of Completion. You can use this to demonstrate
your skills on Linkedin, resume, and current/future employers.

What are my financing options?
We keep our tuition affordable so we prefer that you pay the full cost upfront,
but we do offer monthly payment plans. In some cases, you can qualify for a
scholarship, where we'll connect you to our community partners.

Why is this program more affordable than other programs?
We are a social impact company, so we want to make the courses as
accessible as possible to allow students from all backgrounds (women,
POC, underrepresented communities, immigrants, etc.) an equal chance to
advance their careers
Instead of teaching 3 different stacks, we focus on covering one stack for
the duration of the course. We do this because once you know one
programming language, it is much easier to pick up a new one.

How long has Skillspire been around?
We have been offering classes since 2016.

